Emergency Financial
Management &
Disaster Recovery Services

Recovering from a major disaster takes a toll
on the state and its citizens. The Panorama
team is committed to serving the citizens who
suffered deep personal losses and help make their
communities prosper once again. Panorama has
executed a wide range of housing and economic
development funding sources such as CDBG-DR
programs. Panorama provides the leadership
necessary for recovering from a natural disaster,
and our staff understands the diverse property
types, characteristics of specific communities and
how its social fabric and community ecosystem
needs to be rebuilt.
Our passionate and dedicated team consists of
members of the communities that we serve and
have experienced loss from the storms as well. Our
team will establish presence in storm-damaged
areas and stands ready, willing and able to help
communities recover as quickly as possible.

Rooted in our proprietary PERFECT Recovery™
Program Administration methodology, Panorama’s
Emergency Financial Management and Disaster
Recovery service offering includes:
• Information assurance
• Relocation & training
• Uniform Act Acquisition
& Relocation
• Title Abstracting
• Closing coordination
• Program Intake Services
• Appraisals and Appraisal
Reviews

• Environmental Oversight
• Duplication of Benefits
Documentation
• Verification of Benefits
• Property Inspection
Coordination
• Applicant Award
Processing
• HUD Compliance

Panorama is able to mobilize and adapt quickly to
any emergency situation by deploying its business
process and change management teams to triage
and get the operations in place quickly, effectively in
order to immediately take care of its citizens.

Why Work With Us
Panorama’s unique approach has been proven
via ERP strategy, selection, implementation,
organizational change management and
business process reengineering projects
for nearly 300 clients across the globe. As
the largest provider of CDBG services, our
standardized methodologies are consistently
used by all of Panorama’s global resources
and have become the industry standard that
competing firms strive to attain. In addition,
we have the flexibility to work with our clients
on longer-term engagements and to adapt
to increased and modified project scopes
throughout the engagement.

For more information, visit http://panoramagovernment.com/management-consulting/
national-disaster-management/.

Panorama Government Solutions is the leading independent global management and technology consulting firm serving the public sector. Headquartered in Denver, our integrated
government management consulting methodologies, enterprise resource planning (ERP) software expertise and technology-agnostic approach provides government and public
sector clients worldwide with the evaluations, analyses and strategies necessary to achieve effectiveness and successfully deliver better services to their citizens. More information
can be found on its website, PanoramaGovernment.com and Twitter feed, Twitter.com/PanoramaGovSol.

